3/23/15

Scene Lighting Product Configurations Being Discontinued

Due to low demand and market transition to newer technology such as LED’s, the following products are obsolete effective immediately. Alternative product options are listed with each discontinued light.

PRODUCT NAME: Stonco 12 volt SPOT lights
AKRON PART NUMBERS: ELST-12V1D-* & ELST-12V2D-*
12 volt incandescent sealed beam headlamps in a one or two light version.

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT CHOICES (SceneStar™ products listed below provide a bright flood pattern, but not a spot. Performance is similar but not identical. No direct replacement available):

- ELSS-SLDC-* SceneStar LED
- ELSS-XLDC-* SceneStar LED

PRODUCT NAME: Daymaker 12 volt SPOT light
AKRON PART NUMBERS: ELDM-4007D-*
12 volt incandescent sealed beam headlamps, three heads mounted on light bar or single head with no bar.

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT CHOICES (SceneStar products listed below provide a bright flood pattern, but not a spot. Performance is similar but not identical. No direct replacement available):

- ELSS-SLDC-* SceneStar LED
- ELSS-XLDC-* SceneStar LED

PRODUCT NAME: Beta Custom Brow Brackets
AKRON PART NUMBERS: ELBE-CB75A-CB-*
Custom brow bracket option to mount Beta Brow light on specific cab applications.

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT CHOICES:
- ELBE-***-BL Beta Brow light with universal brackets
- ELSS-SLDC-BL SceneStar Brow light with custom brackets
- ELSS-XLDC-BL SceneStar Brow light with custom brackets
- ELSS-XLAC-BL SceneStar Brow light with custom brackets